From: Odran Reid <Odran.Reid@TUDublin.ie>
Sent: 23 August 2022 10:37
To: Economic Development <economicdevelopment@dublincity.ie>
Subject: Motion for the Economic SPC
Hi Marilyn
I have drafted a motion for the next SPC. Its outlined below.
Odran
Motion
The Economic and Enterprise SPC seeks to have a comprehensive briefing from Eirgrid, their extensive
programme of works planned for Dublin between 2024 and 2030 which will upgrade the electric
network in the city from its current perilous position.
Eirgrid are planning significant works which will
 Facilitate the extensive use of renewable energy on the network;
 Address the current perilous position in the city in relation to the capacity of the existing
network’s capacity
 Severely disrupt parts of the city over a six year period with essential infrastructure provision
 require extensive multi agency cooperation including Dublin City Council
Strategic decisions will need to be made by the City Council to facilitate a speedy roll out of this
infrastructure, while simultaneously assisting affected communities and economic activity in the City. It
offers an opportunity through multi agency cooperation to advance the citys existing infrastructure in
multiple areas.
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Is ó OT Baile Átha Cliath a tháinig an ríomhphost seo. Má fuair tú an ríomhphost seo trí
earráid, scrios de do chóras é le do thoil. Tabhair ar aird, mura tú an seolaí ainmnithe, go
bhfuil dianchosc ar aon nochtadh, aon chóipeáil, aon dáileadh nó ar aon ghníomh a
dhéanfar bunaithe ar an ábhar atá sa ríomhphost nó sna hiatáin seo.
Is carthanas cláraithe í OT Baile Átha Cliath
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Smaoinigh ar an timpeallacht sula ndéanann tú an ríomhphost seo a phriontáil. Please consider the
Environment before printing this mail.

